
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Software Application Engineer - ITS

I successfully developed UI and system logic for Linux/Windows
applications used in industrial metrology, leveraging Tkinter and Kivy for
Python.

In addition to my technical skills, I also demonstrated my ability to work
closely with customers and provide solutions that met their specific
requirements.

Monterrey, México
December 2019 - December 2021

R&D Engineering Intern - Nanlite / Nanguang

Summer internship in the R&D department of a lighting equipment
manufacturer, working together with a group of engineers to develop next
generation lighting products

Shantou, China
May 2018 - August 2018 

EDUCATION

Bachelor's degree in Mechatronics

As part of my activities, I also was secretary of the student body for the
Mechatronics department, 2018-2019.

Fundación Universidad de las Américas Puebla, UDLAP
2015 - 2019

High School 

Studied high school in the USA for a year as a Rotary youth exchange
ambassador.
I took advanced programming courses during my year and joined the school
robotics group.
Received the Rotary Paul Harris fellow recognition for my volunteering work
during my stay in the United States.

Valley High School
2015
Iowa, USA

Applications  Developer - Oracle

Delivering projects on time and within scope, while also creating detailed
documentation for future reference.
Collaborating with stakeholders across multiple timezones to plan and
develop large-scale customization projects.
Continuously improving my skills and applying them to my daily work,
resulting in increased efficiency and effectiveness.

Consistently delivered successful projects that meet internal customer
needs. Some of my notable accomplishments include:

Guadalajara, México
January 2022 - Present

ALEJANDRO
WURTS

Software Developer

SUMMARY

As a fullstack web developer, I have a strong
understanding of both client-side and
server-side technologies. 
I have experience with a variety of tools and
languages, including Typescript, React, and
Express. 
I am known for my attention to detail,
problem-solving abilities, and ability to work
well independently or in a team.

SKILLS

Programming languages: Typescript,
Python3, HTML5, CSS3
Databases: MongoDB, PostgreSQL
Frontend frameworks: React JS, Next JS,
Redux, Tailwind CSS
Backend frameworks: Express Node JS,
TRPC, Django
Deployment and hosting: Netlify, Vercel,
AWS
Tools: GitHub, Postman
Capable of picking up new languages
and tools as required.

Website: alejandrowurts.com
Email: alejandrowurts@gmail.com

Github: github.com/Alwurts
LinkedIn: alejandrowurts

Cellphone: +52 221 149 0409

LANGUAGES

English: Bilingual proficiency
TOEFL IBT: 108

Spanish: Native proficiency
German: Elementary proficiency

StoryMator: Collaborative agile story
points estimation tool built with web
sockets, Express, Next JS and Typescript.
Cryptotracker: A progressive web app
that display the latest data for the most
popular cryptocurrencies.
See more about projects I've developed
at alejandrowurts.com/#projects

PROJECTS


